As shown in an article on "The Rise of Science in Russia" (NATURE, September 27, p. 357) , science in that country was initiated chiefly by men invited for the purpose from other more progressive countries. Science of the past quarter of a century in the U.S.S.R. has been developed by her own sons, 88 shown in the two articles "Present-Day Science and Technology in the U.S.S.R." and "Biological Science in the U.S.S.R." (NATURE, September 27, pp. 360 and 362) . But one of the faults of modem science in the U.S.S.R. has been its intense nationalism, though that great country has certainly shown signs of veering away from this drawback during the p88t ten years. The tendency to keep her scientific discoveries to herself has been too evident in the U.S.S.R., so it is no cause for surprise that many other men of science have questioned, even suspected, Russian scientific claims in the recent past. That cause for complaint is, we are glad to see, fast disappearing.
For example, glancing the correspondence columns of NATURE over a period of the past ten years, we see an increase in Russian contributions which runs concurrently with a corresponding decrease in contributions from Germany. These naturally inspire the questions : Where is it all leading : what is the prospect before us ? Looking back, we must realize that the U.S.S.R. had the despotic Tsarist regime behind it ; small wonder that to-day they are 'realists'. On the other hand, presentday Germany with her science in chains has a past of great scientific achievement based on the best traditions.
'\y'e might say there are at least three sources of inspiration for a man of science as such-fear, gain, service. Who can doubt that present-day Russian men of science are inspired by service--service to their own country? Nevertheless, we feel that in the past they have kept themselves too much to themselves. Their science has been directed solely to their own needs : as M. Maiski recently stated, Russian science is planned ; "there is no place in the U.S.S.R. for pure science"-a rather unfortunate statement, since we do not believe that pure science has been altogether taboo in the U.S.S.R. Nazi German so-called science is, on the other hand, inspired solely by fear or gain-by fear of political or military overlords or by the desire for Nazi favours or personal profit. From the designing of murderous weapons of war to the postulation of absurd racial theories, it is clear that little true science exists in that unhappy country. And all this went on before war broke out-it has been going on since 1933. There has been such complete subjugation of science that what there is left must remain suspect, if not, indeed, the subject of ridicule, such as the Nazi-inspired philosophy of Stark, one of the world's greatest physicists (see NATURE, 141, 770; 1938) . All this makes the prospect of those concerned for the future of science one of enormous difficulty, fraught with many tough problems, but none of them insurmountable. The vexed question of pure as opposed to applied science will be one which will have to be considered with cool judgment.
Of course there are, and there will be, extremes and extremists. Even now it is often difficult to decide what is pure and what is applied.
The period between a scientific discovery and its application to human society must vary within very wide limits. If planning aims at reducing that period·to the minimum, then planning is good ; but where the period cannot be envisaged at all, as in the more theoretical sciences and philosophies, we must not allow the extreme materialists to eject such branches of science from the programmes of the future. The ultimate prospect must be a thorough study of the impact of science on society. That cannot be undertaken under any form of duress ; there must be complete freedom.
But the extremes must be brought to book. Those who will look only at such sciences which can show immediate application must broaden their views.
On the other hand, there are those who deliberately hold themselves aloof from any effect their science may have on human society ; they are, to say the least of it, selfish, though how often has one heard them claim that they are the only champions of scientific freedom. Science, planned but free, must be the ultimate aim. But the immediate aim is more urgent. This is no time for half-measures and compromise; neither is it the time for ideals. The truth is, Russian men of science have appealed for scientific collaboration with the immediate aim of crushing Nazi barbarism. Men of science in all free countries must respond to that call. That aim demands an immediate unity of purpose and action in smashing aggression ; the complete unification of w:orld science must be left to times less terrible and urgent, though not necessarily until the end of the War.
Arrest of French Men of Science
ON October 19, the Vichy Govemment confirmed tne arrest in Paris by the German authorities of five prominent professors of the University of Paris, namely: Prof. E. Borel, professor of mathematical physics; Prof. P. Langevin, professor of experimental physics in the College de France ; Prof. L. Lapicque, professor of physiology ; Prof. C. Mauguin, professor of mineralogy ; Prof. A. Cotton, professor of physics. According to some sources they are
